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ABSTRACT 

A comparative study of the robustness of various 
spacecraft body at t i tude control systems with structural 
flexibility is presented in this paper. The control systems 
examined are: (a) 3-Reaction Wheels (b) Body-fixed 
momentum wheel with offset thrusters (c) Skewed 
body-fixed momentum wheels with offset thrusters and 
(d) Body-fixed momentum wheel with two reaction 
wheels. For the size of large spacecraft considered in 
this paper, all these systems a re  shown to result in 
satisfactory performance. In order to  exhibit their 
relative merits, the presence of severe structural 
interaction had to be introduced. Comparison was then 
made in terms of stability, which is affected by 
non-colocation of actuators and sensors. Performance 
borne out of the nonlinear simulation with both the large 
flexible spacecraft and dummy unstable interacting low 
structural mode is illustrated. This la t ter  study shows 
that a system with single body-fixed momentum ?heel 
along pitch axis and two reaction wheels oriented along 
roll and yaw axes, is the most robust. 

NOMENCLATURE 

IX,Y,Z -Moment of Inertias of the spacecraft about 
spacecraft body axes. 

W O , W ~  -orbital r a t e 1 7 2 8  x radls, nutation 
freq. (radls) 

-euler angles roll, pitch and yaw 
hx,y,z -angular momentum of wheels along body axes 
HW1,2,3 -angular momentum of wheels along spin axes 
Mx,y,z -external moments such as  : environmental 

disturbance torques (solar, impulse, 
secular), thruster torques, magnetic 
torques, etc. 

a -offset angle of thrusters 
P -cant angle of wheels 
G(s) -forward loop transfer function 
H(s) -backward loop transfer function 
Hzt -total momentum along yaw axis 
K,, 7, -gain and time constant for wheel control 

law 
K2,  gain and time constant for thruster 

control law 
K3,K4,T1 - gains and time constant of the 

filter, for the non-minimum phase. 
K5,K6,K7J2-gains and time constant of the 

filter for the transition controller. 

INTRODUCTION 

The structures that a r e  being proposed for the next 
generation of communications satellite include large 
solar arrays, large deployable antenna and masts, and 
lengthy booms. This makes it imperative to  study the 
structurallcontrol interaction, and to ensure that the 
design is sufficiently robust to assure that substantial 
tolerances can be accommodated in the structural model. 
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Work has been done in the past to  understand and 
design control systems for isolating or accommodating 
such structural disturbancedRefs. 3 & 4). The concept of 
multiple controls for a flexible spacecraft has been 
defined in Ref. 5. The INTELSAT contract (Ref. 1.) to 
Grurnman Aerospace Corporation was to  investigate the 
potential for interaction between the 'rigid body' control 
system and the flexible appendages of a 3-reaction 
wheels controlled communications satellite. The work 
involved a linear time invariant analysis through modern 
control approach and a nonlinear simulation to verify the 
results. 

The objective of this study was to come up with a 
spacecraft body at t i tude control system that can be used 
for future communica tions satellites. It involves the 
examination of stability of different types of spacecraft 
body attitude control systems with structural flexibility. 
Systems examined a re  branched into the following types: 

(a) 3-reaction wheels oriented along the roll, pitch and 
yaw axes; 

(b) Body-fixed momentum wheel with offset rolllyaw 
thrusters for a t t i tude control; 

(c) Skewed body-fixed momentum wheels with offset 
rolllyaw thrusters for momentumlattitude control: 

(d) Body-fixed momentum wheel with two reaction 
wheels oriented along roll and yaw axes. 

The stability of a large flexible spacecraft is 
dependent on the class of design concept chosen from the 
following (Refs. 1,2,5): 

Class1  - actuators and sensors colocated a t  the 
central core with no active control a t  the 
antenna;. 

Class 2 - actuators a t  the core but sensors a t  the 
antenna so that the spacecraft rigid body 
motion can react to  antenna motions; 

Class 3 - actuators and sensors distributed on the 
spacecraft so the antenna may be controlled 
independent of the spacecraft rigid body, and 
not colocated with sensors so that the 
unstable interacting modes are  a problem. 

Effort is made to model the control system types (b) 
and (c) similar to those of INTELSAT V and INSAT. The 
linearized analysis carried out to  design and compare the 
control systems parameters (feedback gains, time 
constants, offset angle of thruster, etc.) is based on the 
classical rootlocus. The nonlinear simulation program 
(SATSIM) interfaces with NASTRAN to simulate the 
structural I control interaction. It allows nonlinear 
actuator, sensor and spacecraft dynamics with stochastic 
disturbance to  be simulated along with many flexible 
bending modes. 

LARGE SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATION 

The spacecraft is large enough so that flexible motion 
has a significant effect  on the line of sight (LOS), and is 
developed to be a representative of a shuttle deployable 
communications satellite. The total mass of the 



spacecraft is 1838 kg. It consists of a central core that 
contains the electronics, control mechanisms and 
mechanical assemblies. Attached to this core a re  
astrornasts deployable modules that carry the two solar 
arrays, the two booms that carry the antenna, and the 
antenna itself. Mechanical drawing of the envelope is 
shown in Fig. 1. 
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Figure 1: LARGE SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATION 

The antenna is pivoted with a 2 D.O.F. actuator a t  
nodes 7 & 8, and there are  six sensors mounted below the 
gimbal to measure roll,pitch,yaw and their respective 
rates. In addition, a defocus actuator (nodes 4 & 6 )  was 
provided to squeeze the two astromast beams and thereby 
control the antenna-to-feed distance. On the central 
body, node 2 is the location of actuators and sensors. 

For the rigid body feedback (Class I),  the rates a re  
either measured with rate  gyros or derived from the 
PWPF modulator based on the attitudes. These attitudes 
inturn are  measured by a horizon sensor (Refs. 6-16) and 
yaw by a yaw estimator (Ref 171, or by a gyrocompass. 

The rates and inertial attitudes for Class 213 a re  
measured from either inertial sensors (rate  gyros) on the 
antenna or with a RF sensor that gives attitudes. The 
distance from the feedhorn to the antenna is measured, 
along with the rate of change of this distance using either 
a RF sensor or an optical device. 

Characteristics of the flexible spacecraft as  obtained 
by NASTRAN is given in the Table 1. The 31 sructural 
modes including their frequencies, generalized mass and a 
description of their type are  given. 

Table 1: Configuration - Modes and Frequencies 

G.M. 
kg x 10.3 - 

h l a r  array - flrsf rym bnd lng  

Large antenna - flrrt lacera! cranr 

Larqe antenna & solar arrav - plrch Antenna 

Large antenna - roll 
) h,". P.m. 

Modes 
Solar arrav - 1st ant, torson 

~ a r g e  antenna pitch -sol  array & 1st rym torston 

Solar array - Istanf-bending ant roll 

Large ancmna plcch & 111 trans 

Solar array - 2nd svm bnd lng  

Solar array - 2nd ant8 bnd lng  

Sol., array - 2nd mi - tor l lon  

Solar a u w  - 2nd svm torron 

solar array - 1st tn plane banding 

Altro mart bc"dl"9 - spacecraft roll 

Solar array - 3rd rvm band 

b l a r  array - 3rd an t# -bod  

AIIIO mart bnd lng  - ~pacecrrfr  pltch 

Solar array - 3rd an!#-torllon 

Solar array - 3rd rym lorl8on 

Astm mast b n d n g  - rpacesrrf$.rolI 

SOlar array - 4 t h  b n d  

SOlar srrsv - 4th a n t  band 

Solar array - 4 t h  a n t  f o r w n  

Solar array - 4th  rym torsion 

b l a r  array - ant(-n plmc bndlng  

CONTROL SYSTEMS DESCRIPTION 

In the basic mode of operation the communications 
satellite requires no rapid maneuvers and associated 
settling time requirements, so the control problem is one 
of maintaining the attitude against very low frequency 
disturbances such as: solar, gravity gradient, magnetic 
and thermal. Therefore, the specification taken for this 
study is given by an rms antenna pointing error of .O1 
deg. or less, which is accomplished by allowing the 
attitude errors (proportional to  bandwidth) in the 
presence of the disturbances to be as: 

.05 in pitch ( 8 ) and roll (+)  

.4 in yaw ( $ 1  

The linearized equations of motion used in the 
analysis are  : 

Mx = I x.. i$ + + hZ(8  - u O )  - hy(b  + Ouo) 

M = I 0 + h + hx(* + Quo)  - hZ(4  - $uo)..(l) 
Y Y.. . Y 

M~ = I + hz + h y ( i  - $uo)  - hx(e  - uo)  

The four types of body at t i tude control systems a re  
shown in Fig. 2, with their inertias and design 
parameters. Each system provides conventional wheel 
control of the pitch error by modulating a single reaction 
wheel or a body-fixed momentum wheel or skewed 
body-fixed momentum wheels. The control law along the 
pitch axis is proportional-plus-derivative (negative with 
lead compensation ) throughout, and is based on the 
bandwidth wc of the control system. 

OFFSETTHRUSTERS 

TYPE (a) : 3RW SYSTEM TYPE (b) : BFMW + OFFSET THRUSTERS 

OFFSETTHRUSTERS 

Iw, - 095 N-m-32 

CJ PITCH $.3= ;gF N-m " 
H, - 35 0 N-m-6 
I,, , - 003 N-m-I' 
I - 095 ~ - m d  

TVPE (c) : SKEWED BFMW + OFFSET THRUSTERS TVPE (d) : BFMW + 2RW 

Mathematically, i t  could be represented a s  : 

h~~ = Kl( t16  2 + 0 )  

where, K1 = I w c  Y t i  = If (2) 
C 



We note that the main difference between the 
candidate systems lies in their approach to control roll 
and yaw attitudes. This is due to the biased momentum 
concept. Each system is discussed hereunder along with 
its strategy to correct roll and yaw: 

(a) 3-RW : It provides active control of the roll by 
modulating the roll wheel, and yaw by yaw wheel. The 
control law is the same as eq(2). 

(b) BFMW: This standard concept is used in INTELSAT V, 
SATCOM and TVSAT for 3-axis stabilization. When the 
roll attitude encounters the roll deadband, the 
corresponding thruster fires a series of pulses and the 
momentum is removed. The roll acccuracy is then 
established by the threshold and not by the wheel size 
(which is based on the desired yaw accuracy). The control 
law for the roll/yaw thrusters as  found in Refs. 7,8,9 is: 

which results in the transfer function 

This equation is based on the condition that for complete 
damping of the orbital mode and rapid yaw response, the 
offset angle of the thruster 

Rootlocus for the above transfer function is shown in Fig. 
3. 

Figure 3: I 

ROOT LOCUS FOR TYPE (b) THRUSTER CONTROLLER 

(c) SKEWED BFMW's: This design is used in INSAT and 
uses two skewed momentum wheels. Roll a t t i tude is 
controlled and rolllyaw nutation is damped by varying the 
angular momentum along the yaw axis. Excessive 
accumulation of angular momentum on either wheel due 
to secular environment torques is prevented by firing a 
short pulse from a thruster. The total angular momentum 
along the yaw axis for a two axis momentum storage is: 

An approximate measure of this angular momentum can 
be obtained from the horizon sensor and tachometer 

signals. This yaw momentum control loop provides active 
roll ,but passive yaw control. During normal orbit the 
yaw momentum control is based on the roll error only. 
The yaw momentum control law is the Terasaki 
non-minimum phase as  found in Refs. 12 & 15: 

Transfer function for a short term motion is: 

Rootlocus for this function is shown in Fig. 4. 

~ i ~ u r e - 4 :  ROOT LOCUS FOR 
TYPE (c) NORMAL MODE CONTROLLER 

In order to  increase the nutation damping ratio, the 
transition controller (Refs. 15 & 16) used is: 

For a single axis yaw control, the transfer function 
becomes: 

The rootlocus is shown in Fig. 5. The proportional gain is 
very small (Zero PID controller), so that the closed loop 
nutation frequency is very near the open loop nutation 
frequency. 

- iw7 
CLOSED LOOP POLES FOR 
THE VALUES OF b, k,, k, 
SELECTED. 

Figure 5: ROOT LOCUS FOR 
TYPE (c) TRANSITION CONTROLLER 



(d) BFMW + 2 RW: It provides active and continious A few nonlinear simulation models a re  shown in Fig. 6 
control of  roll by modulating the roll wheel, and Yaw by for types ( c )  and (d) . The flexible motion due to a large 
the yaw wheel. deployable antenna is superimposed on the rigid body as  
The control law is same as eq. (2) which is given by: shown by various connections marked alphabetically. 

Table 2 shows the controllability, observability, stable 
hCx = K 1  ( T I @  + $ 1  

(6) 
and unstable interacting modes for the structure found by 
looking a t  the mode shapes (Refs. 1 & 2). For example 

hcz = KI hiJ + $ 1  the mode no.23, which is an unstable interacting mode, is 
shown in the Fig. 7. 

(MAGNETICS AND JETS NOT INCLUDED) 
u u u  

1 2 3  

NOISE 

TYPE (d) SYSTEM 

BAW - TRANSFORMATION FROM BODY TO WHEELS 

TRANSFORMATION FROM WHEEL TO BODY 

Om 

TYPE (c) SYSTEM 

KRWDES - GAINS FOR DISTRIBUTED SENSORS 
KANTEN - GAINS FOR DISTRIBUTED ACTUATORS 
FIJ.0 - ElGEN VECTORS FROM NASTRAN 
MODTOS - MODAL TOROUES 

I - GENERALIZED MASS OF EACH MODE 

Figure 6: NONLINEAR SIMULATION MODELS (Types (a) & (b) are similar to Type (d)) 
(710312618) 

642 



Table 2: Observability 
and Controllabilitv of Structural Modes 

Table 3: Results of Simulation for a Single Unstable Interacting Mode 
& Actual Data of Structure from NASTRAN 

NOTES 

0blr" lb l l lV 

I For renroi located n center body, nodel 4 W  through 410 

2 w,,, no, e x c m  solar array 

Mod. No 

7 

8 

9 

10 

1 1  

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

Figure 7: MODE 23 FREQ. 1 . I88 

RESULTS 

Mo 

J 
At &re 

At Core 

A, Core 

J 
J 

J 

The following results a r e  borne out of the digital 
computer simulations of the large spacecraft with a 
deployable antenna and ten flexible bending modes. 
These modes selected a re  controllable, observable and 
unstable interacting. The control law design parameters 
and results of the analysis a re  contained in Table 3. The 
bandwidth for all body at t i tude control systems is taken 
about 0.05 radls, which is based on disturbance and noise 
minimization. 

Y.' 

At Antenna 

At Antenna 

A, Antenna 

4 

J 

J 
J 

20 

It was found that for the size of spacecraft considered 
in this study (Fig 11, all the candidates body at t i tude 
control systems result in stable attitudes motion (actual 
data Table 3). Although some u x t a b l e  interacting modes 
do exist, the motion is not affected. This is because the 
influence coefficients a re  small and the natural 
frequency of the first unstable interacting mode is 1.12 
radls, which is quite high as  compared to the bandwidth 
of the control system. This, however, could also be 
inferred from Table 3. The complete orbit simulation 
was performed with solar torques. The technique 
mentioned in Refs. 9 & 11 (deadbeat nutation attenuation 
scheme) is used to keep the attitudes for type(b) system 
within bounds. 

22 

23 

24 

25 

DESIGN PARAMETERS 1 r a d l s  1 CLASS 1 1 CLASS 2 1 CLASS 3 1 
I STWIJERAL TYPE OF SPACECRAFT BODY ATTITUDE 

CONTROL SYSTEM FREOUENCY 

J 

28 

v' 

J 

STABILITY 

J 
d 

(b) BFMW + OFFSET THRUSTERS 
Kp = 13 4 N-mlrad, r p  = 30 0 sec 

(a) 3 RW 
Kl xiviz = 6 8613 415 385 N-mlrad 
7, = 40 0 sec 

(d) BFMW + 2RW 
SAME AS TYPE (a) 

0223 
05 

ACTUAL 

(c) SKEWED BFMW + OFFSET THRUSTERS 
K - 24, N mhad. K4 = 45. N rn grad 
T~ z476sec 
K' 1 005, N mlrad 
K5 1 50.0, N m.s21rad 
K6 I 0001, N m shad 
T: l 10 0 sec 

NOTES: 
ACTUAL - 10 STRUCTURAL MODES 
U - UNSTABLE RESPONSE 
S - STABLE RESPONSE 

In order to compare the performance of each control 
system in the presence of severe structural interaction, it  
was necessary to introduce a dummy unstable interacting 
mode. This mode has influence coefficients of opposite 
signs (+al=+.Ol,@sl=-.Ol) and causes a phase shift of 180 
degs, between the actuators and sensors. The natural 
frequency of this mode was varied to find the stability 
region of various spacecraft body attitude control 
systems. Results a re  shown in Table 3. for each system 
and for each class. It is seen that type (a)  can withstand 
much lower structural frequencies than types (b) and (c). 
Results of types (b) and (c) were found to be same. The 
severity of the structural modes do not seem to have any 
effect on the stability of type (dl system even for very 
low structural modes. 

S 
S 
S 

10 

14 

ACTUAL 

It should be noted from Table 3 that a t  the frequency 
of 0.14 radls the Class 2 design results in an unstable 
attitude motion (Fig 81, whereas the Class 1 design 
results in a stable motion (Fig 9). This is because the 
actuators and sensors a re  colocated a t  the core (node 2). 
The Class 3 design is stable as long as  the actuators and 
sensors a re  colocated. But, as seen from Fig 10, the 
motion is unstable. This is the consequence of 
intentionally non-colocating the actuators and sensors. 
The stability margin for types (a) and (dl was found to be 
different because of the added stiffness due to biased 
momentum wheel. 
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Figure 8b 
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Figure 9: o = .10 radls CLASS 1 
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Figure 9e 
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Figure 10: w = .10 radls CLASS 3 
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- Figure 10h 
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CONCLUSIONS 

For the size of large spacecraft considered in this 
paper, all the at t i tude control systems result in a stable 
attitude motion. This is because the first unstable 
interacting mode occurs a t  a frequency of 1.12 rad/s, 
which is quite high a s  compared to the bandwidth of the 
control system. The thruster mode for momentum 
desaturation or at t i tude control could be accomplished 
with a pulse duration period that is long enough so that no 
structural/control interaction is possible. 

To simulate the worst condition of structural 
interaction, a single dummy unstable interacting mode 
was introduced. The results demonstrate that the 
spacecraft body at t i tude control system with a single 
body-fixed momentum wheel along pitch axis and two 
reaction wheels along roll and yaw axes, is the most 
robust. The stability of single momentum wheel system 
and skewed momentum wheels system is found to be very 
sensitive to structural frequency variations. The 
qualitative performance of 3-reaction wheels system is 
found to lie between the above two extremes. 
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